Neuronal lineages in chimeric mouse forebrain are segregated between compartments and in the rostrocaudal and radial planes.
On the basis of neuronal phenotypes and the mode of development of the mammalian forebrain, the cerebral cortex can be subdivided into deep versus superficial layers, and the striatum into patch versus matrix compartments. Interspecific chimeric Mus musculus----Mus caroli mice were used to determine the contribution of lineage to cellular position within these forebrain compartments. Statistical analysis revealed evidence of both spatial and compartmental lineage segregation. A significant difference in genotype ratio depending on chimeric specimen was observed between areas (regardless of compartment) that were separated by greater than 300 microns in the rostrocaudal plane. Differences were observed between early-born (striatal patch and deep cortex) versus late-born (striatal matrix and superficial cortex) neurons, but not between neurons of cortex as a whole versus neurons of striatum as a whole. The difference between early- and late-born neurons was primarily due to the difference between deep and superficial cortical neurons. On a finer scale of analysis, differences in genotype ratios were seen between radially aligned deep versus superficial cortical compartments, in both the neuronal and glial populations. This evidence is consistent with an early positional and compartmental segregation of forebrain progenitor cells.